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Abstract

This paper gives characterizations of functionally compact spaces in terms of filterbases and
nets. Also, a topological property that is weaker than countable compactness but stronger than
first countable minimality is investigated.
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1. Introduction

Dickman and Zame (1969) introduced the notion of functionally compact spaces.
Covering properties of functionally compact spaces have been studied by Gross
and Viglino (1970). Our primary interest is to characterize functional compactness
in terms of nets and filterbases. These characterizations are obtained mainly
through the concept of ©-convergence. Also we investigate a topological property
that is weaker than countable compactness but stronger than first countable
minimality.

Throughout, cl 04) will denote the closure of a subset A in a topological space X
and G(/) will denote the graph of a function/: X-*- Y.

This research was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (Grant No.
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72 L. L. Herrington [2]

2. Preliminary definitions and theorems

DEFINITION 2.1. Let A' be a topological space and let 0^A<=X. A filterbase
& = {Fa: FacA, <*eA} on A 6-converges topeX(^^ep) if for each open V<=-X
containing p, there exists an Fae<^~ such that Fa<=cl(F). !F O-accumulates to
peX (JF ccep) if for each open V<^X containing p and for each FaelF,
Fancl(V)^0 (Velicko (1969)).

In an obvious way, the concept of ©-convergence is defined for nets. It is pointed
out by Velicko (1969) that the concepts ©-convergence and ©-accumulation in a
topological space X for filterbases and nets are 'equivalent' in the sense that:

(1) Each net j> determines a filterbase ^(<f>) such that <f>^-epeX (<f>ccepeX) if
and only if &r($)-*ep(&r(<f>)ozep).

(2) Each filterbase IF determines a net <f>: S->Xsuch that ^^gpeX^oCgp)
if and only if <j>-+ep (<f>ocgp).

DEFINITION 2.2. A Hausdorff space X is functionally compact if for every open
filterbase IF in X such that the intersection A of elements of IF equals the inter-
section of the closures of elements of IF, then & is a neighborhood filterbase of A
(Dickman and Zame (1969)).

DEFINITION 2.3. A closed subset A of a topological space X is Q-closed if for
every x £ A there exist two disjoint open sets U and V containing x and A,
respectively. An open set U<^X'\s ®-open if and only if its complement is ©-closed
(Velicko (1969)).

©-closed sets are used in Theorem III (Gross and Viglino (1969)) to characterize
functionally compact spaces. Following Definition 2.4, we show that the notions of
©-closed sets and ©-convergence can be used to characterize functional compact-
ness in terms of filterbases and nets.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let A be a closed subset of a topological space X. If U<= A' is a
©-open set containing A, then we say that (A, U) is a Q-orderedpair in X.

3. Filterbase characterizations of functionally compact spaces

THEOREM 3.1. In a Hausdorff space X the following are equivalent:
(a) X is functionally compact.
(b) For each @-ordered pair (A, U) in X and each filterbase !F on A, there exists

a point peU such that JFccep.
(c) For each Q-ordered pair (A, U) in X and each maximal filterbase JK on A,

there exists a point peU such that *£->ep.
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PROOF, (a) implies (b). Suppose there exists a ©-ordered pair (A, U) in X and a
filterbase, IF, on A that does not ^-accumulate in the 0-open set U. Let K = X— U
and define H = X— A. Then H is an open set containing the ©-closed set K. Now
for each xeU, there exists an open set V{x) containing x (where cl(F(x))<= U)
such that cl(V(x)) nFx = 0 for some FX e&. Thus the collection <€ = {V{x):xeU}
forms an open cover of X— K. Since & does not ^-accumulate to any xeU, it
follows that for each finite subcollection {F(x4): / = 1,2,...,«} of #,

Consequently, X is not functionally compact according to Theorem III by Gross
and Viglino (1970).

(b) implies (a). Suppose that the topological space Zis not functionally compact.
Then there exists an open set U containing a ©-closed set A and an open cover
<€ = {Ua: a6 A} of X-A such that for each finite subcollection {U^: i= 1,2,...,«}
of #, \J2=icl(u<x)uU^x- T h u s t h e s e t s (X-cl(Uj)n(X-U) (where «eA)
together with all finite intersections of the form Di=«i(^~cK^a<))n(^~^) form
a filterbase, ̂ ", on the closed set X— U. Now if x e X— A and if t/a => {JC} (where
l/ae#), then cl (1/J n (Ar- cl (UJ) n ( Z - C/) = 0. Consequently, ^ does not
^-accumulate in the ©-open set X— A which contains the closed set X— U.

(b) implies (c). Let ^ be a maximal filterbase on the closed set ,4. Then JC
^-accumulates to some pel! and hence ^-converges to p according to Theorem 2
ofVelicko(1969).

(c) implies (b). Let IF be a filterbase of the closed set A^X. Then there exists a
maximal filterbase, ̂ #, on A stronger than J2" that ©-converges to some point/? e {/.
Applying Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 by Velicko (1969), we see that IF ©-accumulates
to p.

Since filterbases and nets are 'equivalent' in the sense of ^-convergence, we can
now characterize functional compactness in terms of nets.

THEOREM 3.2. In a Hausdorff space X the following are equivalent:
(a) X is functionally compact.
(b) For each ©-ordered pair {A, U) in X and each net <I> on A, there exists a point

pel/such that Q>ocep.
(c) For each Q-ordered pair (A, U) in X and each universal net $ on A, there

exists a point peU such that <I> -+ep.

DEFINITION 3.3. A function/: (X,O)->(Y,T) is weakly-continuous at xeA'if for
each open set V containing f(x), there exists an open set U containing x such that
/{/)<= cl(K). I f / ( I ) c ^ c y , then / is weakly-continuous with respect to A if
/ : (X,o)->(A,rA) is weakly-continuous (Levine (1961)).
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I t is noted in Theorem 6 by Herrington and Long (1975b) that a function 
/: X-* Y is weakly-continuous at xe X if and only if for every net in X such 
that {Xj^xAAxJ}^ f(x). 

DEFINITION 3.4. A function / : (X,O)->(Y,T) has a strongly-closed graph with 
respect to A<= Y if for each (x, a)<£G(f) (where a e A), there exist open sets Uea 
and Ver containing x and a, respectively, such that Uxcl(V)nG(f) = 0 . 

The example in Remark 1 by Herrington and Long (1975a) shows that a function 
may have a graph that is strongly-closed with respect to A but not strongly-closed 
with respect to Y. Also, the example illustrates that a function may be weakly-
continuous with respect to Ybut not weakly-continuous with respect to A. 

Following Lemma 3.5, we show how to use weakly-continuous functions and 
functions with a strongly-closed graph to characterize functional compactness. 
To do this we rely on a particular class of spaces, described by Kasahara (1973) as 
class S. (S is a class of spaces containing the class of Hausdorff completely normal 
and fully normal spaces.) 

LEMMA 3.5. If f: X-+ Y has a strongly-closed graph and if {xJ^-peX and 
{Xxjtygqe Y, thenfip) = q. 

P R O O F . Suppose {x„}->peX, {f(xj}cc0qe Y, a n d / ( / > ) # ? • Then the strongly-
closed graph hypothesis gives the existence of open sets U and V containing p and 
q, respectively, such that Uxcl (V) n G ( / ) = 0 . Now since {xj-> p, there exists an 
a,, such that for all a > « 0 , xaeU. Thus for all axx^, (,xa,f(x,J)$ Uxcl(V). This 
implies that {fix^acgq which is a contradiction. We conclude that /(/>) = q. 

THEOREM 3.6. A Hausdorff space Yis functionally compact if and only if for every 
topological space X belonging to class S and for every Q-ordered pair (A, U) in Y, 
each mapping, f: X^-A, of X into A with a strongly-closed graph with respect to 
U is weakly-continuous with respect to Y. 

PROOF. Let (A, U) be a 0-ordered pair in Y and assume that / : X-*A has a 
strongly-closed graph with respect to U. If { x j is a net in X converging to p e X, 
then the net {f(xj} ^-accumulates to /(/>) according to Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 
3.5. Now assume that {/(*„)} does not ^-converge to f(p). Then {f(xj} has a 
subnet ^-accumulating to some point y^fip)- Using Lemma 3.5 we see that 
/(/>) = y which is a contradiction. Thus, {/CO}-*•»/(/>) showing that / i s weakly-
continuous. 

Conversely, assume that Y is not functionally compact. Then by Theorem 3.2, 
there exists a ©-ordered pair (A, U) in Yand a net, O : Qi^-A, in A which has no 
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©-accumulation point in U. Let oo$@ and defined = ^ u { o o } . Then the power 
set of St, 0>(St\ together with {Tdu{oo}: deQ), is a base for a Hausdorff fully 
normal topology, a, on X. It follows that the space (X, a) belongs to class S (see 
Theorem 1 of Kasahara (1973)). L e t p e A and define a m a p / : X^A byf\3> = <D 
and/(oo) = p. It follows that G ( / ) is strongly-closed a n d / i s not weakly-continuous 
at the point x = oo. This completes the proof. 

4. Conntably functionally compact spaces 

In this section we investigate a topological property which is weaker than 
countable compactness but stronger than first countable minimality. 

DEFINITION 4.1. A first countable Hausdorff space X is countably functionally 
compact if whenever IF = {Un: neN} is a countable open filterbase on X such 
that n™=i Un = n « - i c l (un) = A > t n e n & f ° r m s a base for the neighborhoods of A. 

A space (X, T) is called ./irsf countable and minimal Hausdorff if r is first countable 
and Hausdorff and if n o first countable topology on X which is strictly weaker than 
T is Hausdorff (Stephenson (1969)). In our next theorem we give a characterization 
of first countable minimality. 

THEOREM 4.2. A first countable Hausdorff space X is first countable and minimal 
Hausdorff if and only if for every point xeX and for every open countable filterbase 
& = {[/„: neN} on X such that {x} = n£ = 1 Un = fl^Ucl(UJ, & is a base for 
the neighborhoods of {x}. 

PROOF. The proof parallels that of Theorem 2 by Dickman and Zame (1969) 
and is therefore omitted. 

In Example 4.9 we show that a first countable minimal Hausdorff space X need 
not be countably functionally compact. However, using Definition 4.1 and Theorem 
4.2 we have the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 4.3. A first countable Hausdorff space X is first countable and minimal 
Hausdorff if it is countably functionally compact. 

THEOREM 4.4. A first countable Hausdorffspace Xis countablyfunctionally compact 
if and only if for every closed set A<^X and for every countable open cover 
^ = {Un:neN} of A (where \J%=1Un = (J£Ucl(UJ), there exists a finite sub-
collection {Unt: i= 1,2,...,k} of & such that A<= \Ji-icKUn)-

PROOF. The straightforward proof is omitted. 
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Theorem 3 (Dickman and Zame (1969)) shows that a space X is functionally
compact if and only if every continuous mapping of X into a Hausdorff space Y
is closed. In our next theorem we give a similar result for countably functionally
compact spaces. However, we omit the proof since it closely parallels that of
Theorem 3 by Dickman and Zame (1969).

THEOREM 4.5. A first countable Hausdorff space X is countably functionally
compact if and only if every continuous mapping of X into a first countable Hausdorff
space Y is closed.

LEMMA 4.6. A first countable Hausdorff space Yis countably functionally compact
if for each ©-ordered pair {A, U) in Y and each sequence (yn) in A, there exists a
pointpeUsuch that (^

In view of Lemma 4.6, we can give an additional sufficient condition for a space
to be countably functionally compact. We rely on the space JP defined by Kasahara
(1973). (The topology on JV = Nu{co}, where N= {1,2,3,...}, is constructed like
the topology a denned in Theorem 3.6.)

THEOREM 4.7. A first countable Hausdorff space Y is countably functionally
compact if for every ©-ordered pair {A, U) in Y, each mapping, f: JF-+A, of J?
into A with a strongly-closed graph with respect to U is weakly-continuous with
respect to Y.

PROOF. The result parallels that of Theorem 3.6 and the proof is therefore omitted.

REMARK 4.8. Let A' be a non-compact first countable Hausdorff space. If X is
countably compact, then X is countably functionally compact according to
Theorem 4.4. However, X is not functionally compact. (If X was functionally
compact, then X would be a functionally compact regular space and, hence,
compact.)

We note that the space X constructed in Section 3 (Lim and Tan (1974)) is first
countable and countably functionally compact. We conclude this section by giving
an example of a non-countably functional compact space that is first countable and
minimal Hausdorff. The construction of the space closely parallels that of Example
2 by Dickman and Zame (1969) and therefore many of the details are omitted.
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EXAMPLE 4.9. Let Z = [0,1] have the usual subspace topology of the reals, let
N = {1,2,3,...}, and define

Now let

x= u
7 1 - 1

where

Vn =

— ! — + - :\Z+n m

vi~--: m>(3)(n*+5n+6),meN\\2+n m I

I : m>(3)(«2+5n+6),+
and define a function O from Tinto the two-element subsets of Y by <l>(0) = {0, a j ,
<D(1) = {1, b& <&(ak) = {a2k, b2k} and <l>(6fc) = {a2fc+1, A2fc+i). It follows that the subset
y and the function O satisfy conditions (i) through (S) given in Example 2 by
Dickman and Zame (1969). Now define Y* = {•!>(»: yeY} and topologize the
set X* = (JST- 7) u Y* with open sets Ucz X* satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of
Dickman and Zame (1969). By Proposition 1, X* is first countable and minimal
Hausdorff and by Proposition 2, A'* is not functionally compact (see Dickman
and Zame (1969)). Moreover, X* is not countably functionally compact. To see
this, let

ulxeZ:- <x<x+—,
( 3 m 3 m

u

u {<f>(bk) :k>(n+3)}| if n is odd,
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uixeZ: \--<x<\+-, m = (3)(n+12)l

ulxeZ: < * < - + - , m = (3)(n + 12)J

if «is even,

and let A = {<l>(0), <J>(1)}. Then J^ = {(/„: n eN) forms a countable open filterbase
with

A=f\un= n
»=i n—1

However, if

X*ni\o,l)uixeZ:\-^
6/ | 3 /n

ufxeZ:- <*<-+—,m = 36 u (-, 1
( 3 m 3 m I \ 5 J

u {<D(0), 0)(l)} u {<D(flft): k > 4} u {<D(£fc): k > 4}

then y4c=G and L^+G for each neiV. Therefore, X* is not countably functionally
compact.
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